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The Impact of Valuing Excellent Teaching within a University
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CLT MISSION
To Develop Excellent 
Academic Practice

PERSONAL IMPACT
Increase the number of skilled 
academic practitioners

INSTITUTIONAL INFLUENCE 
Build a culture of developing 
academic practice

L&T ESTEEM
Foster demonstrable excellent 
academic practice

CLT impact/influence 

Indicator type

Direct engagement of academic 
practitioners with CLT 

Quantitative

Cultural change indicators

Qualitative

Evidence of L&T esteem 

Externally verified
L&T research Research-informed teaching

No. of CLT RIT interventions
Teaching-informed research
L&T research outputs

L&T research outputs
Peer-reviewed L&T outputs

Course enhancement Evidence-based reflection
No. of CLT course interventions

Course enhancement
Enhancement case studies

TEF
Courses moving TEF band

L&T CPD and
recognition

L&T CPD
No. completing formal L&T CPD 

L&T development
Reflective practice narratives

National L&T recognition 
External L&T excellence awards 

L&T support and 
resources

L&T guidance
No. of CLT website accesses

L&T support
Peer-support initiatives

National L&T resource
External adoption 

L&T community L&T communities
No. attending CLT events 

L&T collaboration
Collaborative activity accounts

Public L&T engagement
External L&T collaboration

Academic innovation New L&T approaches
No. of CLT change interventions

L&T change agency
TEP evaluations 

Original contribution to L&T
Sector-leading innovation 

Impact Evaluation Framework: CLT Driving Excellent Education 



The impact of valuing excellent teaching within a university

What we have learned:

• Relate what you want to do to your University’s Strategic Plan

• Evaluate your impact

• NTFs working collectively can change the culture of an organisation
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